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P2PS tokens have a
high potential growth
trajectory through the
ELI and ISI group
clients alone.

Economic Value
Integrated into Secure
Communication System

THE PROBLEM
Anything that you exchange digitally
with anyone, anywhere, is not private
by any privacy standards; including
information exchanged on your so
called “private” intranet corporate
networks.

THE P2PS SOLUTION
P2PS is the world's first blockchainpowered, secure, pure peer-to-peer,
interference-free digital communication
platform designed for everyone with a
need to securely store and exchange
digital data such as private data,
medical records, banking data and
government classified data, among
other sensitive digital exchanges. Such
platforms today are simply nonexistent.

P2PS
MISSION

VISION

P2P Solutions Foundation enjoys a
shared mission with ELI and ISI of
being committed to effectively and
consistently deliver world class, high
quality, outstanding products,
applications and services to its
client’s at the most cost effective and
reasonable price. Together, we
anticipate meeting customer
expectations by understanding client
requirements, keeping pace with
latest innovations through research
and by engaging in sustainable best
practices.

P2PSF endeavors to attain the
individual and collective goals by:
§ Cultivating partnership
relationships with all stakeholders
and clients, instead of being mere
supplier or service provider;
§ Motivating team members through
incentives and reward programs,
in addition to treating them as
partners thereby bringing out the
best in them, resulting in
maintaining service excellence;
§ Advancement of goals to enrich
community and preserve the
client confidentiality ecosystem.

FUNDAMENTAL
TECHNOLOGY
will focus on providing:
A) Transactions that facilitate
centralized digital services
utilizing P2PS at peer-to-peer
platform level;
B) Decentralized service for P2PS
users. A set of tools aimed at
lowering the barriers to
embracing and integrating with
the P2PS system for all
stakeholders;
C) Implementing an efficient P2PS
Rewards System.

What is P2PS Token?
P2PS TOKEN

P2PS

is a gateway to all your
transactions on the
decentralized, secure and
interference-free, Peer-to-Peer
Communication System
platforms used in Government
& Defense, Digital Education &
Delivery, Medical & Pharma,
Banking & Finance, and other
corporate sectors.

is a utility token built on a strong
foundation based on proven
business practices and proven
fundamentals. P2PS is part of a
new economic ecosystem, the
settlement layer of which is built
on the general public Ethereum
network on which the users
interact.

P2PS TOKEN
is crucial for real-world
transactions and would
eventually be needed by
anyone desiring to use any
offerings of all providers,
registered on the P2PS
ecosystem. The P2PS token
would naturally become the
only means of acquiring
products and services from all
merchants within the P2PS
ecosystem.

Why Buy P2PS Tokens
When you purchase P2PS
Tokens, you are contributing
directly into the new economy
that has been designed for your
benefit. Please be advised that
you are neither investing in a
company nor in the creation of a
company or corporation. We
have crossed those stages and
are offering P2PS utility token
that you will eventually need if
you prefer to use our secure,
interference-free
communications platform.

Procuring P2PS Tokens helps
grow the economic ecosystem
built around the secure, peer-topeer, interference-free
communications platform. You
are helping build an extremely
secure and strong network of
interference-free communication
systems with faster processing
and a perpetual record of
transactions. This process also
streamlines financial actions into
efficient and highly secure
processes.

The volume of purchases of
P2PS Tokens has a direct effect
on the transaction volume
accommodated by the
ecosystem. Eventually more
online merchants would be
attracted to use the P2PS
ecosystem as the value of all
circulating P2PS Tokens
increases; which resultantly will
present more options for P2PS
Token holders to purchase a
larger variety of products and
services as we diversify.

The P2PS is a Utility Token for Merchants,
Participants and Developers to Access,
Use and Further Develop the Secure,
Interference-Free Platform.
Merchants

Participants

Developers

Merchants providing digital
services, such as banking
institutions, will pay a decent
fee to use the secure and
interference-free, Peer-toPeer Communication
System platform.

Participants shall buy the
P2PS tokens in place of a
traditional license for use on
the Secure, Interference
Free platform. The P2PS
token allows the participants
to also hold the P2PS tokens
for better monetary gains
since the P2PS tokens value
would inevitably increase
with the increase in volumes.

The developers will receive
P2PS Tokens to persistently
develop and advance the
secure and interferencefree, Peer-to-Peer
Communication System
platform and network.
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Legal Disclaimer
THIS IS NOT AN OFFER TO SOLICIT SHARES OR SECURITIES
This document is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a prospectus nor an offer or solicitation to sell
shares or securities in P2P Solutions Foundation. Any such offer or solicitation would only be made by a confidential
offering memorandum and in accordance with applicable securities and other laws. None of the information or analyses
presented are intended to form the basis for any investment decision, and no specific recommendations are intended.
Accordingly, this document does not constitute investment advice or counsel or solicitation for investment in any
security. This document does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, any offer for sale or
subscription of, or any invitation to offer to buy or subscribe for, any securities, nor should it or any part of it form the
basis of or be relied on in any connection with, any contract or commitment whatsoever. P2P Solutions Foundation
expressly disclaims any and all responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or damage of any kind whatsoever
arising directly or indirectly from: (i) reliance on any information contained in this or any other related document, (ii) any
error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information or (iii) any action resulting therefrom. This informational deck
constitutes a description of the functionality of the P2PS Token and the usage of P2PS Tokens to access the secure
and interference-free, Peer-to-Peer Communication System platforms used in Government & Defense, Digital
Education & Delivery, Medical & Pharma, Banking & Finance, and other corporate sectors.

